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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello Everyone!  My name is Melody Pugh, and on behalf of Anne Ruggles Gere, Naomi Silver, and myself, I’d like to thank you all for joining us this morning. Today, we’d like to take some time to think with you about how WAC/WID programs have conceptualized the notion of disciplinarity, and to tell you a bit about how an institutional review of our own Upper Level Writing Requirement [what we will refer to from here on out as the ULWR] at the University of Michigan has challenged us to move beyond traditional notions of discipline as mere administrative or epistemological units. 



DATASET

• Review of Upper Level Writing Requirement 
(ULWR) through interviews, focus groups, and 
surveys of students, faculty, and graduate student 
instructors (GSIs) 

• Corpus of ULWR syllabi from 1978-present

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2009, the Sweetland Center for Writing at the University of Michigan began an institutional review of the Upper-Level Writing Requirement, a Writing in the Disciplines program consisting of 186 courses in the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts (or LSA), and serving more than 5,000 students per semester.  Sweetland faculty and staff met with the heads of each department; collected survey data from more than 1,000 undergraduates; conducted in-depth interviews with 12 students, 6 graduate student instructors (GSIs), and 6 faculty members; and, with the help of the Center for Research on Learning and Teaching, conducted focus groups with students, GSIs, and faculty.[i] LaFrance and Nicholas (2012), p. 130



METHODOLOGY

• Institutional Ethnography 

• “...how our most common practices emerge in 
relationship to the institutional locations that situate, 
compel, and organize them.” 

(LaFrance and Nicholas 2012)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used the theory of institutional ethnography as a framework to guide our qualitative analysis of this data. LaFrance and Nicholas describe an institutional ethnography as a means of understanding [quote] “how our most common practices emerge in relationship to the institutional locations that situate, compel, and organize them” [end quote].[i]  In other words, although we did not set out to create an institutional ethnography, we realized that the tenets of this methodology would make visible the actual experiences of the key stakeholders in the ULWR and would enable us to more rigorously account for the ways that students, GSIs, faculty (and indeed Sweetland itself) experience disciplinarity.The ways that each of these groups described their experiences in the ULWR have led us to interrogate our own understanding of what role discipline might be playing in students’ experience of advanced writing instruction.  We take as a given that writing enhances student learning across the curriculum, but as we analyzed our data, we were surprised to discover that there is very little theorization of what role disciplinarity actually plays in this enhancement process.  We found ourselves confronted by the need to ask some very fundamental questions about disciplinarity:  for example, what is a discipline, and to what degree do different disciplinary conventions actually exist?[i] LaFrance and Nicholas (2012), p. 130



DISCIPLINE IN WAC/WID
1.Scholarly communities/epistemological and 
knowledge-making units

2.Career path for scholars/producer of undergraduate 
researchers

3.Units of institutional organization, resource 
allocation, and acquisition/consolidation of influence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Disciplines have typically been characterized as scholarly communities, epistemological and knowledge-making units that enable students to take up particular content as well as ways of exploring and understanding those content domains.  As communities, disciplines offer career paths for new and established scholars.  They also produce undergraduates capable of conducting research within disciplines and creating discipline specific writing. However as we know, all of this demands that the discipline also function as an administrative unit. We found that in the experience of students and GSIs in particular, it can be very difficult to tease apart the distinction between a discipline and a department, the department being the institutional manifestation of disciplinary organization, responsible for allocating resources, for acquiring and consolidating influence within a broader university context. 



STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF
DISCIPLINARITY

Melody Pugh

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that background in place, I’d like to share with you a bit about how students experience the ULWR and how their patterns of participation in ULWR courses led us to think more rigorously about disciplines as participatory activity systems. 



ULWR GOALS

Benefits students by enabling them to “understand 
the central concepts, approaches, materials and 
written conventions of their chosen major.” (SCW 
Website)

...“to teach students to recognize and master the 
writing conventions of their chosen discipline.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The stated goal of the ULWR at the University of Michigan is “to teach students to recognize and master the writing conventions of their chosen discipline.”  Sweetland describes the ULWR requirement as benefitting students by enabling them to “understand the central concepts, approaches, materials and written conventions of their chosen major” (SCW website).  Note the language here:  their chosen discipline. The ULWR requirement is based not simply upon the recognition that different disciplines have different writing conventions, but also upon the notion that students have chosen a discipline in which, presumably, they have an intellectual or professional stake.  



STUDENT DATASET

• 12 Individual Interviews

• 1022 Student Survey 
Responses (60% 
response rate)

• Focus Groups (13 
Students) 

• More than 50% take as 
Seniors

• Nearly 50% taking outside 
major

• More than 20% have 
multiple majors

Data Set Course Selection
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However, our data suggests that in fact, students have a relatively low value for disciplinarity.  Our study surveyed found that nearly half of these students take their ULWR in an alternative department. The reasons students offered for their decision to take a writing course outside the major included: fitting the schedule, taking a course with a particular instructor, or developing workplace competencies, which might include means of analysis that they do not feel are common to the discipline. 



REASONS FOR SELECTING ULWR COURSES

• Select a course that sounds interesting and fits 
ideal schedule.

• Select course with a respected faculty member 
(regardless of discipline)

• Select course that can offer particular professional 
benefits and/or desired approaches to inquiry, 
analysis, and synthesis. 
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However, as we looked more closely at students’ reasoning for their decisions, we began to see that while disciplines are not functioning as we expected, that did not mean that they were entirely absent from students’ thinking. Rather than joining the “cartel,” as the requirement suggests students will, the students seem to be pulling together components of various disciplines (subject matter, genre, modes of rhetorical performance) that appeal to them. Relationships with faculty, GSIs, and other students also seem to make an impact.   The reasons students offered for their decision to take a writing course outside the major included: fitting the schedule, taking a course with a particular instructor, or developing workplace competencies, which might include means of analysis that they do not feel are common to the discipline. 



REASONS FOR SELECTING ULWR COURSES

• Select a course that sounds interesting and fits 
ideal schedule.

“Cause the thing is that you know that you have to 
meet that requirement, and so you sort of 
intentionally look up courses that will meet that 
requirements. Then you just choose one to take 
that you find interesting.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first and most common reason that students chose to wait or to take a ULWR course outside of the discipline was scheduling.  The desire to find a class that could fit in their ideal schedule was a primary driver of many student decisions, and this sometimes indicates that students perceive the discipline primarily in administrative terms rather than as an academic community:  the requirement is an administrative hoop to jump through, and they feel little attachment to the discipline so they will go outside of the department for the course.  The flip side of this administrative component however, is that looked for classes that sounded interesting to them, or that they had heard from friends were worth taking. As one senior biophysics major noted [Aside:  And I should say, this student was very careful to point out that he was not a “pure” physics major], “Cause the thing is that you know that you have to meet that requirement, and so you sort of intentionally look up courses that will meet that requirements. Then you just choose one to take that you find interesting.” 



REASONS FOR SELECTING ULWR COURSES

• Select course with a respected faculty member 
(regardless of discipline)

“Having taken courses with the professor, I knew him 
to be pretty challenging. And that was one of his 
upsides is that I’ve really grown while taking his 
courses, and in my writing.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some students wait so that they can take a course with a particular faculty member.  One Creative writing major who fulfilled the ULWR outside of the English department noted that he had taken a course with the professor before and wanted another opportunity to work with this faculty member.  He said, [quote] “Having taken courses with the professor, I knew him to be pretty challenging. And that was one of his upsides is that I’ve really grown while taking his courses, and in my writing.” [unquote] This student offers an alternative take on what he wants from course:  he is less interested in deepening his knowledge of creative writing as a field, and is more interested in growing as a person and as a writer.  [Aside:  Now, we could potentially make the argument that this kind of expansiveness is a subjectivity appropriate to creative writers and engendered by that field, but he of course is not the only student to suggest that building a relationship with a faculty member is a key reason to step outside of the discipline]. 



REASONS FOR SELECTING ULWR COURSES

• Select course that can offer particular professional 
benefits and/or desired approaches to inquiry, 
analysis, and synthesis. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, some students take the ULWR outside of their major because they believe that doing so will help them acquire professional skills or approaches to synthesis, analysis, and inquiry that will benefit them long term.  For example, a pre-med psychology student taking the ULWR in a humanities department explained that his science courses emphasized summary; he argued that he valued the opportunity to develop his critical and analytic prose “because I feel like that’s like something I’ve never done.”I think that all of this does suggest that students are not invested in the notion of disciplinarity as the ULWR has conceived of it. Unless they are planning to go to graduate school, they are not necessarily thinking of themselves as novice members of a discipline.  They do, however, recognize that the University is organized around this notion of discipline, and that this can benefit them, by allowing them to interact with content or skills that they are looking for. 



PERSPECTIVES ON DISCIPLINARY
CONVENTIONS

“In your experience, what does it mean to write like a 
member of this academic field or discipline?”

General Responses
“Being analytical, clear, concise, and offering strong 
evidence.” (Economics)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This reality, combined with the very general ways that disciplinary conventions are constructed in the institutional texts that students see, [Aside: In particular the syllabi] may contribute to the general inability to articulate disciplinary writing conventions.  In a few moments Naomi will say a bit more about how the faculty and GSIs are struggling with notions of whether they should be teaching general writing knowledge or discipline-specific writing knowledge, but for the moment, suffice it to say that the most common genre that we found in the ULWR syllabi was “paper”  closely followed by “research paper.”  Not a specific construction of the assignment, regardless of the discipline. So it’s not surprising then, that students generally struggled to articulate a clear sense of what it means to write like a member of the discipline.  In our survey, we asked to name which ULWR course they had taken, then asked them to respond to the following prompt: “In your experience, what does it mean to write like a member of this academic field or discipline?”  A typical response, provided by a student in economics, notes that writing like a member of the field means “Being analytical, clear, concise, and offering strong evidence.”  Students who engage disciplinary writing at this level have learned to deploy the language of argumentation, but has not yet seen that each of these constructs (analysis, evidentiary support, clarity, and concision) can be operationalized in discipline-specific ways. 



UNDERGRADUATES AND DISCIPLINARY
PERSPECTIVES

Meta-Genre Aware
"Analysis of primary sources especially, and secondary sources as 

well to synthesize new arguments and theories about the past is 
what is key." (History)

"It means to look at the research and then analyze a situation from an 
economic perspective.  Looking at the impact on the economy and the 
major macroeconomic and microeconomic variables that relate to the 
situation." (Economics)

"Ability to grapple with complex scientific observations through the use 
of simplified scientific models and theories. To tell a story that 
promotes the interest of other scientists inside and outside of the 
field.” (Ecology and Evolutionary Biology)
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We were excited, however, to see that other students are showing an awareness of what Carter calls the “meta-genres” driving academic inquiry, those ways of knowing, doing, and writing, that while they may be common to multiple disciplines, really characterize the ways that disciplinary knowledge and communication practices are imbricated with one another.  Here are three great examples of how some students were able to employ the language of meta-genre: A student in history told us that writing in the field requires "Analysis of primary sources especially, and secondary sources as well to synthesize new arguments and theories about the past is what is key." (History) This student articulates both the subject matter and the analytic processes of the field of history in a way that indicates he or she also understands the knowledge-making goals of the field.A student in economics describes the process of making knowledge in economics in this way: "It means to look at the research and then analyze a situation from an economic perspective.  Looking at the impact on the economy and the major macroeconomic and microeconomic variables that relate to the situation."  You can see here that while our more generalized student is talking about broad argumentation strategies, this student recognizes that economists have specific ways of thinking, and also sees that there are multiple strategies and approaches even within that field.  The student knows that the field can be broken down by both macro and micro approaches.   A student in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology focuses less on content than on theory and process.  This student describes writing in the field as “Ability to grapple with complex scientific observations through the use of simplified scientific models and theories. To tell a story that promotes the interest of other scientists inside and outside of the field.”  And of course, one of the very interesting things about this particular student’s sense of what it means to undertake disciplinary writing is the recognition that what is happening with in the field, these complex models, needs to be communicated to a more general audience.  



DESIRE FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

• “Professional” as stylistic choice referring to polished, authoritative 
prose.

• “Professional” as a career-orientation

Presenter
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Many of the students who appealed to a more general understanding of discipline specific writing used the word “professional,” indicating that their ULWR courses had taught, or should teach them to create polished, authoritative prose.  But this notion “professional” continues to be a sticking point for both the students themselves, and for us as we analyze the role of discipline in the ULWR.  Now, I’ve alluded to this tension a few times, and Naomi is going to pick it up more fully in a moment.  This is the last bit of student data that I’d like to share with you.  One of the major sticking points for most of the students that we talked to related to the notion of the purpose of being in a discipline.  We asked students to talk about how they felt that the ULWR might benefit them moving forward, and many students Some of the students that we interviewed felt confident that their ULWR would help them with their chosen fields, while others expressed frustration that the ULWR does not prepare them for “real life.” 



DESIRE FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

“It would be cool to learn how to do other kinds of writing more career-
based, looking at what kind of writing is great in a consulting career 
for biologists, policy kind of writing papers or something a little more 
persuasive, I think. In real life, I don’t only have to write scientific 
papers. I think that there should be a class that captures that maybe 
for biology majors. But I think it would be good to have a more well 
rounded type of writing portfolio, because I certainly don’t and I—I 
mean, maybe that would be detrimental, I don’t know, so we’ll see.  
I’d say it’s been really relevant, because I think the majority of writing 
with the biology degree will be scientific, but I also think there are 
other kinds of writing that I can’t really anticipate, but I think there will 
be. Communicating my biological opinion to a senator or something, I 
don’t think I’m going to have to give him a hypothesis.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a student in biology expressing her concerns about the need for a broader preparation: “It would be cool to learn how to do other kinds of writing more career-based, looking at what kind of writing is great in a consulting career for biologists, policy kind of writing papers or something a little more persuasive, I think. In real life, I don’t only have to write scientific papers. I think that there should be a class that captures that maybe for biology majors.  But I think it would be good to have a more well rounded type of writing portfolio, because I certainly don’t and I—I mean, maybe that would be detrimental, I don’t know, so we’ll see.  I’d say it’s been really relevant, because I think the majority of writing with the biology degree will be scientific, but I also think there are other kinds of writing that I can’t really anticipate, but I think there will be. Communicating my biological opinion to a senator or something, I don’t think I’m going to have to give him a hypothesis.”



DESIRE FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

“It’s just argumentative writing, critical thinking; really 
pouring yourself into an argument and addressing 
all the potential problems that you could find with it. 
That’s something I feel like I’m really—that I learned 
at Michigan that I didn’t necessarily do before. I 
don’t know if I learned it in philosophy classes or 
English classes, but—no, I think I actually learned it 
in my 225 class.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interestingly, for those who feel hopeful about the ULWR preparing them to move on, they really are pointing to meta-generic components.  For example, the philosophy  major with a minor in environmental ethics  who wants to go to law school is at first insistent that philosophy writing will be helpful, but then realizes that this construct could have come from one of the multiple ULWR courses she’s taken.  “I think my philosophy writing is what’s going to end up being most useful,” she argued. “It’s just argumentative writing, critical thinking; really pouring yourself into an argument and addressing all the potential problems that you could find with it. That’s something I feel like I’m really—that I learned at Michigan that I didn’t necessarily do before. I don’t know if I learned it in philosophy classes or English classes, but—no, I think I actually learned it in my 225 class.”  This student does have a disciplinary association, but it is undercut by the multiple perspectivesI need to bring this to a close so that I can turn things over to Naomi, so let me just summarize some of the tensions that students experience related to disciplinarity as I’ve outlined them here:  students have a lower value for disciplinarity than the ULWR would wish for them, but they have not eschewed the idea of discipline altogether.  They engage in disciplines because they find the subject matter interesting.  They engage across disciplines because they want to build relationships with faculty, or because they sense in another discipline an approach to thinking that may be helpful for them.  They learn the language of argumentation, and some students even learn that these argumentation conventions can be deployed in discipline specific ways. But if they aren’t planning to go to graduate school or be academics, students struggle to articulate a value for disciplinary writing that extends beyond general rhetorical principles.  They may associate learning those principles with a specific discipline, but in practice, it can be difficult to identify which discipline has generated these rhetorical principles.Naomi is now going to talk about how some of these tensions have played out for faculty and graduate student instructors. 



FACULTY AND GSI PERCEPTIONS OF
DISCIPLINARITY

Naomi Silver

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning.  I’m Naomi Silver, Associate Director of the Sweetland Center for Writing at the University of Michigan. My role here this morning is to speak about the differing perspectives of faculty and graduate student instructors (or GSIs) in regard to the role of disciplinary writing in our ULWR courses. As Melody has noted, while some students do identify with the disciplinary constructs of their chosen major in a way we might begin to identify with expert practitioners, most have a loose connection to the discipline, and see the course as either “an interesting topic” or as a means to a professional end.As it turns out, faculty also have varied relations to the idea of disciplinarity and its role in teaching writing.  I will be using quotes from the focus groups and interviews we conducted with faculty and GSIs to structure my talk this morning.



ULWR Guidelines

The ULWR, which is generally completed within the 
student’s major, aims to help LSA students recognize 
and master the writing conventions of their chosen 
discipline, so that, upon graduation, they are able to 
understand and communicate effectively the central 
concepts, approaches, and materials of their 
discipline. The program is based upon the 
assumption that the best way to master disciplinary 
knowledge is to express that knowledge in the form of 
clear and incisive writing.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First of all, though, I want to start a key text that the focus group and interview participants were responding to -- the first paragraph of our Upper-Level Writing Requirement Guidelines.  I’m interested here in highlighting two terms from Institutional Ethnography that will frame my reading of faculty and GSI response: the idea of “ruling relations” and the role played in governing these relations by “institutional texts.”  LaFrance and Nicolas gloss Dorothy Smith’s concept of “ruling relations” as “draw[ing] on complexes of power and authority—expertise, marginality, influence, decision making—that coordinate us with particular daily practices [within institutions]” (138-9), and “texts mediate institutional discourse, regulating and authorizing the practices that are taken up by individuals” (140), sometimes in unpredictable or dynamic ways.The texts that circulate around the ULWR reinforce a hierarchical power structure that positions administrators and discipline-based faculty at the top.  These texts reinforce the dominion of discipline-based faculty, designating them as experts who determine how the ULWR guidelines should be enacted, and they position both graduate students and undergraduates as relatively powerless players in the enactment of the ULWR. 



Faculty Response

"I don't think that I would request or encourage 
changes to the current guidelines.  I mean, I think 
that they're very well-chosen.  I feel like they leave 
me enough room to kind of do what I want, while at 
the same time I think that they reinforce core values 
that I believe in. I don't have any issue with them"

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our focus group and interviews, faculty were supportive of the Guidelines, seeing them as generally in line with their ideas of what should happen in a writing class (some faculty mentioned the requirement for drafting and revision, e.g.), and they were seen as also in line with what faculty generally aimed to accomplish in their classes.



But also...

"The issue is how to think about discipline." 

The Guidelines should include "something about 
there being—that the writing instruction incorporate 
several different kinds of writing that are used in the 
discipline." 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But at same time, in regard to a key dimension of the requirement, namely the WID element, the ULWR Guidelines were not universally viewed as open enough in regard to disciplinarity --	“professional” forms of disciplinary writingnew media/emerging communication 	varied genres (e.g., mathematical proof)	varied processes (e.g., collaborative)These faculty situated deeply enough within/feel enough ownership over their own discipline and the idea of disciplinarity that they are eager to stretch the boundaries



The requirement here is specifically writing in your 
discipline [...], right? Then it’s really focusing on the 
five percent of students who end up going, applying 
to [my discipline’s] graduate programs.  It may be not 
the best, maybe it doesn’t serve the other 95 percent 
so well.  But the requirement is writing in your 
discipline, so I always struggle with really writing in 
my discipline, or should I think about that kid who 
might go off to law school or might become a high 
school teacher?  They have very different writing 
requirements.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The faculty here are worried that it’s not the student’s discipline, and that the students aren’t being well-served by a focus on discipline as it is constructed in academic departments.  This faculty recognizes the need for the lawyer or high school teacher to write in particular genres, but not the ones being taught by him in the ULWR as he currently understands it to be constructed.  Here, then, the faculty are submitting, so to speak, to the ruling relation established by these institutional texts, but they are resisting the ways these texts infringe upon their own ruling relations vis-à-vis their classroom and disciplinary understanding.



On the other hand...

“I agree. I mean, I don’t have any problem with that 
[writing in the discipline], but I think it’s not enough. 
They need to write like adults when they finish.”

“What I tell my students is that writing for a scientific 
journal is not all that different from writing for a 
newspaper.”

Students “have to develop [disciplinary] models that 
are in support of their argument, so they’re forced 
to go back and use the [discipline] in terms of 
support. But the writing is writing as a human being”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other faculty resist the idea of disciplinarity altogether in teaching writing, and emphasize a need for a more general, less situated, conception of writing.For these faculty, then, students’ ability to work with disciplinary content is not in question, but in a writing class, they view their goals as apparently more transcendent, teaching a kind of maturity of expression (writing “like adults”) and a kind of humanism (“writing as a human being”) to which disciplinary concerns are secondary – a position that strategically places these faculty as both within and above the discipline, so as to be able to determine what is best for their students to learn about writing.



GSI Response

"I think they're probably better off learning just writing 
skills over specifically writing as a psychologist [...] I 
mean, if they were more mature in their writing 
abilities, then I would have gone to that aspect 
much more"

"I just didn't feel like it was very fruitful to go very far 
beyond that, as far [as] to specifically write in the 
sciences because it just felt like a really big victory 
to get good writing at all"

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This particular faculty view is interestingly shifted in a strand of GSI response that emphasizes the students' lack of preparation for writing in the discipline of the ULWR course, and in some cases students' apparent inability to write well at all. In this view, then, we see the course GSIs -- who often are primarily responsible for responding to and grading student writing -- adopting a disciplinary standpoint where, first, there must be the presence of a substrate of general "good writing" over which disciplinary conventions can be layered. 



And also...

"There are some who are already advanced [...].  For 
them I would be able to hold them to a higher 
standard and applying like a theoretical 
framework..."

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The adoption of this perspective in effect constructs the GSI (who in many cases is responsible for the entirety of writing instruction in the ULWR courses) as boundary-keeper of the discipline, allowing undergraduate students entry only when they have completed a certain apprenticeship. At the same time that these GSIs (as indicated in other moments from the transcripts that I haven’t quoted here) care deeply about their students’ progress and about doing well in their roles as writing instructors, such a move shores up the GSI's power within the ruling relations of the ULWR course, but also extends the ruling relations of the discipline itself into the student sphere. So, we see the hierarchy I spoke of at the beginning: Faculty at top, differently construing their power, but construing it nonetheless; students at bottom (so to speak), with both faculty and GSIs ‘knowing what’s best’ for them; GSIs pressed in middle, though, because they must mediate between faculty expectations and student needs, and the students are resisting as well…  What does all this say about role of disciplinarity in WAC/WID? -- next speaker will take up that question and some of our conclusions.



LOOKING TOWARD “NEW
DISCIPLINARITY”

Anne Ruggles Gere

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCW—ULWR review



Do WAC Principles Endure?

“Writing is highly situated and tied to a field’s 
discourse and ways of knowing and therefore 
writing in the disciplines (WID) is most effectively 
guided by those with expertise in that discipline” 
(Statement of WAC Principles and Practices)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
many students not mastering and expressing disc knowledgemany instructors dismissing discipline-focused goalscomplex power dynamics impede accomplishment of goalswe could say ULWR goals not being met



What about the ULWR Requirements and 
Guidelines?

“To understand the central concepts 
appropriate materials and written 
conventions of their chosen majors”

“To teach students to recognize and 
master the written conventions of their 
chosen disciplines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In light of claims by faculty and in response to students’ decisions about where and when to fulfil the ULWR it would be easy to say that the goals of the ULWR are not being met and that we in WAC/WID may have unrealistic expectations about how disciplines function--they do not always seem to occupy a central place in faculty expectations or in students’ goals 



How Do We Think about the Status of 
Disciplines?

● Current debates

● Interdisciplinarity or radical disciplinarity

● Departments as “convenient budgetary units”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
this is a moment when current debates reinforce questions about disciplinesmany publications re disciplinesfaculty question value of writing in disciplinesfaculty describe disciplinary writing in vague termsmany students privilege “professional” over disciplinaryinstitutional ethnography made limitations of department-based static concept of disciplines visible



The Alternative of New Disciplinarity

Marcovich, Anne & Terry Shinn. (2011).“Where Is 
Disciplinarity Going: Meeting on the Borderland.” 
SOCIAL SCIENCE INFORMATION50.3-4: 582-
606.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Space between radical interdisciplinarity or anti-disciplinarity and traditional view of disciplinaritysee disciplinarity in dynamic terms--parallel with genre as activity systemelasticity of disciplinarity results from increased cognitive complexity, ever more complex materials, and richly diverse epistemological communities



Possibilities of New Disciplinarity

● avoids boundarylessness of interdisciplinarity

● avoids structural and organizational limitations of 
traditional disciplines

● offers boundaries and elasticity simultaneously

Presenter
Presentation Notes
interdisciplinarity = erasure or transcending boundariestraditional disciplinarity = focus on fixed featuresnew disciplinarity = emphasis on projects and activities, movement and return, leaves space for institutional structures but transcends them



Possibilities for WAC/WID

● interrogate disciplines and disciplinarity

● identify various disciplinary activity systems

● consider metagenres identified by Michael Carter 

● examine variability of disciplinary style identified 
by Andrea Olinger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
can’t leave discipline as unexamined categoryframing discipline as activity system = deepening understanding how they workbuild on Carter re discipline as active knowing and doing--metagenres of problem solving, empirical inquiry, research from sources and performanceOlinger’s examination of individualized use of shared metaphors and absence of clear norms within disciplinesmay even want to consider how activity systems of English/communication from which most WAC/WID emerges interacts with activity systems of other disciplines



Thanks!



CONTACT INFORMATION

• Anne Gere argere@umich.edu

• Naomi Silver nesilver@umich.edu

• Melody Pugh melodypu@umich.edu
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